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This month at the Extension Office

Family Holiday Craft Night
 6 p.m. 18

Monday

Powell Co. Homemakers
Holiday Party19

Tuesday

4-H Holiday Craft Workshop20
Wednesday

4-H Art Club at 5:30 p.m.

Holiday Pie Crust Workshop at
5 p.m.14

Thursday

Homemakers Quilt Club at 
11 a.m.11

Monday

12
Tuesday Ag Development Council

4-H Livestock Club at 5:30 p.m.

Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service
recently launched a statewide survey with
hopes of reaching thousands across the
Commonwealth.You might already know about
our educational programs for agricultural
production, youth development, nutrition,
business development, and family finances…
but our outreach has grown even more. Our
last survey led to partnerships with nationally
recognized experts and new services.
·
We hope you’ll take our ten-minute survey
found at go.uky.edu/serveKY and encourage
others to do the same. We want to hear from
all Kentucky citizens ages 18 and up. Every
voice matters. 







Visit https://tinyurl.com/2svm6shr to register or
scan the QR code













  Powell County Operation Hands of Love Food Pantry and Powell County Animal Shelter received a
little extra help this Thanksgiving season thanks to the generosity of Stanton Elementary School. As
part of their 4-H Club Service Learning Project, SES Fourth Grade students designed a collection plan
and shared it with their school. Fourth grade students organized the collection and loaded all into the 
4-H Van. Over 400 food items for people and pets were collected thanks to students, parents,
teachers, and the Stanton Elementary PTA.  The fourth grade students would like to thank the parents
and everyone at Stanton Elementary who sent in all of the wonderful food to help others. All food was
distributed with the help of the local 4-H University of Kentucky Extension Agent Mrs. Emilee Bryant
and Stanton Elementary PTA members on Friday, November 17. What a wonderful way for students to
give back to their community during this time of being thankful! 

SES PTA & 4-H Food Drive Shows Generous Hearts 
of Students and Parents of Stanton Elementary School 









 Chickens, which typically have an internal temperature around 106 degrees Fahrenheit, may experience
cold stress when the environment's chill overwhelms their heat-generating capabilities. Indications that
your chickens might be feeling the cold include behaviors like feather fluffing, huddling and tucking one
foot up to their body for warmth. When such stress is prolonged, it can impair their well-being and could
be fatal. 

When considering your flock, it’s vital to recognize that not all breeds are equally winter-resistant. Heavier
breeds, such as the Plymouth Rock or Orpington, tend to endure cold better than their lighter counterparts
or those with substantial combs and wattles, which are susceptible to frostbite. Monitoring the flock
dynamics, especially if diverse breeds are present, is crucial since bullying over resources can leave
some chickens malnourished and more vulnerable to the cold. 

Preparing your coop for the winter is fundamental. It should be a sanctuary, protecting against elements
and predators alike. Roosts are essential, providing an elevated perch that shields them from the cold
ground and also allow the feet to dry better. These should be crafted from materials like wood, avoiding
metal or plastic, which can aggravate the cold. Perches should be spacious to prevent overcrowding, but
cozy enough to allow shared body heat. 

Managing airflow is essential; you must ensure adequate ventilation to prevent the buildup of harmful
ammonia and moisture accumulation. Chickens can withstand relatively cold temperatures as long as
they are dry. You may need to insulate the coop to keep the warmth in. On below freezing nights, it may
be necessary to provide supplemental heat.  

Historically, infrared heat lamps have been used to provide supplemental heat,but they can be a major
fire risk. Alternative heat sources that have lower fire risk are now available. Use only equipment
designed for livestock, and always have installations carried out by a professional. 

Regarding nutrition, chickens’ dietary intake tends to increase during winter since they require more
energy to keep warm. Treats like scratch grains are beneficial for their warmth-inducing digestion and as
an activity stimulant, but should be offered sparingly and never mixed with a complete, nutritionally
balanced feed as it would dilute nutrients. Ensuring continuous access to unfrozen water is equally
important because chickens will not eat if they cannot drink. 

Egg production might dip due to reduced daylight; therefore, some opt for supplementary lighting to
stimulate laying. It is important that the number of light hours per day never decreases during egg
production. A minimum of 14 light hours per day (no more than 18) is recommended to maintain egg
production throughout the year. 

Tending to chickens in winter revolves around striking a delicate balance: ensuring they're warm but not
overheated, well-fed but not overindulged and active yet secure from the harsh external environment.
With meticulous planning and proactive management, your poultry can thrive even when the
temperatures drop. 

More information on caring for chickens and other livestock is available at the Powell County Extension
office. 

Source: Jacqueline Jacob, Agriculture
Extension Project Manager 

Keeping your chickens happy
and healthy in the winter is
important, but maintaining a
cozy and vigorous flock during
the colder months demands
diligent care.  




